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METHODS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF
READING DIFFICULTY
"Children with reading difficulties are under a severe handicap
in modem society. They are debarred from the world of imagination, knowl-
edge, end power, opened up by newspapers, magazines, and books. More than
this, they are highly sensitive to this deficiency that marks them off fran
their fellows. The emotional blocking thus occasioned tends also to prevent
their achievement in other fields,"1/
"Reading," says Dr, Bronner, "is a complex activity based on
both analytic and synthetic processes. It involves perception, interpreta-
tion of symbols, memory (both recognition and recall of immediately preced-
ing ideas), comprehension, motor processes, emotions, and complex associa-
tions."^/
"Learning to read necessitates the formation of certain bonds
whereby an individual is enabled to respond in an organized way to the
printed symbols for objects and relationships. Reading is intimately con-
nected with speech, and may be regarded as a parallel system of language
which is usually built up from speech. In learning to read certain struc-
1/ Monroe, M., Children Who Cannot Read , p.vii, Univ, of Chicago Press, 193S
^ Bronner, A,, The Psychology of Special Abilities and Disabilities, p,77.
Little, Brown & Co,, Boston, 1931,
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tures and organizations are necessaiy. The individual must have an ade-
quately organized nervous system for receiving visual stimulation and for
correlating these impressions with systems of verbal responses. The indi-
vidual must also have built up the verbal organizations which are to be
correlated with the printed symbols. nl/
There are a large number of indications that differences in word
perception are found in great frequency in persona with reading difficulty.
Good reading requires the ability to perceive clearly the characteristic
features of words.
Meek-^ before presenting her work in this field, indicates the
conclusions of previous studies made by earlier experimenters. In 1886
Cattell made a study of word perception in which he concluded that words
were perceived by wholes, but in 1893 Goldsheider and Muller refuted his
conclusions by stating that from their study there were certain dominating
letters by which a word was perceived. From that time on, there have been
many related studies dealing with the perception of words. Erdmann and
Dodge have concluded that perception is by word wholes, with the length of
! the word and the characteristic general form as the main means for recogni-
tion. Zeitler in 1900, attempting to demonstrate Wundt’s theory that word
perception is conditioned by a movement of attention over them, gathered
data that agreed with Goldscheider and Muller that word perception is deter-
mined by characteristic letters rather than word forms. Dodge criticized
l/ Monroe, M., Children Who Cannot Read
, p.79, Univ. of Chicago Press, 1932.
^ Meek, L.H., "A Study of Learning and Retention in Yoimg Children”, Con-
tributions to Education, #764, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1925.
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the findings of Zeitler and in 1903, Becker concluded from his work that
Cattail, Erdmann, and Dodge were correct. On the other hand, Messmer in
his study has conclusions which agree with Goldscheider, Muller and
Zeitler. C. T. Grayi/ says it is only a difference in perception of fami-
liar and unfamiliar material. In regard to Goldscheider and Muller’s work,
Huey^ says, ”In general, these experimenters conclude that the more un-
familiar a sequence of letters may be, the more the perception of it pro-
ceeds by letters. With increase of familiarity, fewer and fewer clues suf-
fice to touch off the recognition of the word or phrase, the tendency being
toward reading in word wholes.” Zeitler says that words may be read in two
ways: apperceptive reading, an immediate process conditioned by the objec-
tive material; and assimilative reading, a mediate process reauiring some
time for its accomplishment. The word form is indeed apparently assimilated
as a whole secondarily; but primarily, it is apperceived only by its danin-
ating constituent parts,
3/Goldscheider, Muller, Zeitler, Messmer, Huey, Pillsbury-^ and
Roethleihi/ have made studies giving data on vdiat the dominant parts are,
1/ Gray, C.T., Deficiencies in Reading Ability: Their Diagnosis and Reme-
dies
,
XIV, pp.420, D.C.Heath Go., New Yorfc, 1922.
^ Huey, E.B., Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading, xiv, pp.469, Macmillan
I
Co., New York, 1908,




Roethlein, B.E,, ”The Relative Legibility of Different Faces of Print-
ing Type”, American Journal of Psychology, Vol,23, pp.1-36, 1912.

and Bowdeni/ saya, ”It may be the length of the word, the initial letter,
the final letter, a characteristic latter, the position of the word in the
sentence, or even the blackness of the type that serves as a cue.” Gates
and Boeker^ conclude, "There appears to be a tendency for words having a
similar ending to be mistaken for each other: similarities in the middle
or the beginning have no calculable effect. Children appear to learn words
frequently by observing some minute detail, such as the dot over the ’i* or
the tail of the ‘y*.”
In 1925 Lois Meek-^ made a study by analyzing the possible clues
in word recognition. She lists the following:
1. Total general impression of the word
2. Geometrical shape of the word
3. Length of the word
4. Word or words which precede or follow
5. Context in liiich seen
6. Seeing every letter separately in its correct order
7. Initial letter or letters of the word
8. Final letter or letters of the word
9. Middle letter or letters of the word
10* Certain peculiarly formed letter or letters
l/ Bowden, J.H., "Learning to Read", Elementary School Teacher , ¥01.12,
pp, 21-23, 1911.
2/ Gates, A. I., & Boeker, E., "A Study of Initial Stages in Reading by Pre-
jj
School Children", Teachers College Recoi^i
,
Vol.24, pp.469-488, 1923,
3/ Meek, L. , "A Study of Learning end Retention in Young Children", Contribu-
tions to Education, #164, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1925.
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511. Any group of letters
12. Any part of a letter or letters
13. Anything which forms part of the total situation, l.e.,
mark on paper, position of word on blackboard. In
book, etc.
From her study she draws conclusions which agree with Goldschelder
Muller, Zeltler, Messmer, Boeker, and Gates because there does seem to be
"dominant parts" of words that children use as cues when learning new ma-
terial. Word perception depends to a large extent upon the ability to se-
lect certain characteristics of a word by which It may be recognized, the
characteristics used to Identify the words frequently varying with the
situation in which the word occurs. The ability to recognize words by
such characteristics as length, general configuration, the peculiar shape
of a letter, and the like depends upon the formation of certain perceptual
habits.
In a summary of her study. Miss Meek arrives at the following
conclusions:
1. Children did hit upon certain letters or groups of letters
for means of identification of words,
2. Initial and final letters plus letters of peculiar formation
seem to be selected as cues, (There is scarcely any data as to whether the
geometrical formation of a word is a cue.)
3. The cue selected seams to be dependent upon the total situa-
tion set up.
"Reading Disabilities — their causes, analysis.
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prevention, and correction --— have intrigued investi-
gators in many fields of research. Doctors, educators,
psychologists, and lighting research engineers have con-
tributed much to our general understanding of the mul-
tiplicity of the problems involved. Few of the data
gained are final or conclusive.
"Equally impressive is the great range of prob-
lems studied. About 1897 Javal first reported his observa-
tions regarding discontinuous eye movements in reading.
Since then eye specialists, psychologists, physiologists,
have added much to our concept of binocular vision and its
relation to the reading process. Maturation, especially
the physiological and psychological implications in readi-
ness for reading has been caused to stand out in bold re-
lief by most of the investigators. The emotional aspects
of the problem have proved fruitful for investigation. Be-
fore the problems of the disabled readers can be intelli-
gently appraised, the neurologists and psychologists must
present additional evidence on the role of the higher men-
tal processes. Many external items more easily controlled,
are now under suspicion. Significant among these are
typography, lighting conditions, and administrative poli-
cies. To the educator and psychologist has been left the
problem of methodology. Such is the array which confronts
one tb4io would interest himself in the study of reading dis-
abilities."i/
CONGEENITAL WORD BLINDNESS
"Historically, medical men, especially neurolo-
gists and opthalmologists were the first to make studies
of individual cases of inability to read or spell. The
final diagnoses were usually ’congenital word blindness’
or ’alexia’, ’congenital aphasia’ or ’mind blindness’.
Since they were concerned with neurological causes, al-
most invariably the assumption was made, that visual mem-
ories of words, letters, and figures are deposited in dif-
ferent areas of the cerebral cortex and that if no ocular
or obvious organic defects or lack of intelligence were
found, the indication was .that the cortical areas were
congenitally defective."-^
1/ Third Annual Research Bulletin , The National Conference in Elementary




^ Gates, A. I., "Psychology of Reading and Spelling with Special Reference tC'
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7The first cases of inferiority in reading were reported by
opthalmologists
,
ti^o, upon discovering nothing wrong with the visual ap-
paratus of the child brought for examination, pronounced the difficulty
to be "word blindness" or "congenital alexia". The first cases of this
nature were reported by Kerr and Morgan in 1896 and again in 1917 Hinshel-
wood made a study of this condition. The findings of these investigators
and others iiftio studied cases of word blindness and found that frequent dis-
ability in reading was accompanied by normal and even superior ability in
arithmetic have suggested that the processes involved in learning words are
controlled by a specific area of the brain, distinct from that controlling
the learning of figures.
In 1917 Dr. James Hinshelwood published a book on "Congenital
Word Blindness". According to his definition, "a true case of congenital
word blindness is marked not only by the gravity of the difficulty in
learning to read, but also, by its purity of type, that is, it is uncom-
plicated by any other symptom of cerebral defect." He believes that word
blindness is due to a "lesion in the left supramarginal and angular gyri
in vftiich are deposited the visual memories of words end letters.
Congenital word blindness refers to the inability to interpret
words, not the inability to see them. It is attributed to "imperfections
or lack of development of the areas of the brain viftiich normally serve as
• 2/
centers for reporting images or memories of printed or written symbols."^
V Hinshelwood, James, Congenital Word Blindness , Lewis & Co., 1917.
O’Brien, John A., Reading, Its Psychology and Pedagogy
, p.215. Century
Co., 1926.
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8It appears to be an hereditary trait being found in several generations of
the same family. It differs in character and severity. "This word blind-
ness may affect only letters, or Arabic numerals, or certain groups of
letters, or figures, or certain syllables, or whole words, or groups of •
words, or certain languages but not others. Loss of ability to read may
also occur through disease or injury. This defect known as alexia is trace-
able to lesions in the left angular gyrus which is the area of the brain a-
greed upon as the center of recording images or memories of written or
printed symbols. "i/
Word blindness as discussed by psychologists, eye specialists,
and students of reading assumes that in the brain there is an actual de-
fect which makes word recognition impossible. Regarding a brain lesion,
Goodheart and Glimenko said, "a true alexia should show likewise an ina-
bility to understand or furnish a mental interpretation of pictures and
drawings. This is borne out by the fact that in our case the simple ele-
ments of pictures and drawings could not be visually recognized as such,
even immediately after the patient had drawn these objects on paper, as in
the case of reading simple writing."^ Shaw cites a case of acquired
alexia, "where the power to read printed or written words was lost, and the
subject could not recall the name of the most familiar object presented to
_!/ O’Brien, John A., Reading, Its Psychology and Pedagogy . pp.£15-216.
Century Go., 19S6.
^ Goodheart, S.P., and Glimenko, H., Alexia, Report of a Case, p,lS52,
New York Medical Journal, June, 1915.
3/ Shaw, E.A., The Sensoiy Side of Aphasia , Brain, 1893, p.496, case 4.
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Hinshelwood finds that ”the condition of word blindness is soiae-
times accompanied by another sympton, homonymous hemianopsia, that is, loss
of the same half of the field of vision in the two eyes, nl/ Casamajor and
Karpas^'^ describe a case of alexia accompanied by hemianopsia.
Frequently in cases of congenital word blindness writing suffers
along with reading and misspellings, reversals of both letters and words,
new graphisms (new writing, writing symbols and other anomolies) appear.
Aphasia is a defect in, or the loss of the power of expression by
speech, writing, or signs. It is usually due to an injury or disease of
the brain, but may be congenital. Its main manifestations are, difficulty
in pronouncing words, difficulty in finding the word or expression needed,
errors in the grammatical structure of phrase or sentence, and inability to
comprehend the significance of words and phrases as a unit. If the defect
is severe all language functions (speed of reading and writing) may be af-
fected, In young children an aphasic condition may express itself in
markedly retarded speech development. The speech is slowly and laboriously
established and rarely, if ever, reaches a stage of normal fluency.
Agraphia is the inability to express thoughts in writing. It is
generally due to a brain lesion, althou^ it may be congenital. In severe
cases there is a loss of power to form even single letters. Often there
appears such deficiencies as lack of ability to write from dictation (with-
out the loss of ability to copy); inability to arrange letters and words
1/ Hinshelwood, James, Word-Letter-Mind Blindness , p.60, London, 1900.
2/ Casamajor and Karpas,”A Case of Alexia and Hanianopsia" , Journal of Ner-
vous and Mental Disease, p.377, 191E.
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written to express an idea; the production of senseless combinations of
letters; lack of ability to copy without the loss of ability to write frcm
dictation; and inability to write words without loss of ability to write
letters
.
Opposition to this theory of word blindness is based on the as-
sumption that perception of visual patterns involves more of the nervous
system and brain than simply the sensory apparatus. Lashley opposes
Hinshelwood’s theory of ^congenital word blindness” by claiming that in-
juries disrupt not so much the specific functions, as the organization of
functions. The higher the degree of organization required for the func-
tion, the more it is affected by cortical injury. ”An apparent word blind-
ness may be due not to the loss of visual memory of words, but to an ina-
bility to see the letters in a definite spatial arrangement.”^
At least two of the educational psychologists, Schmitt^ and
3/
Gates-*, who have made extensive studies of disabilities in reading find not
only nothing pathological, but nothing congenital in the way of general de-
fects or shortcomings which may be at the basis of the disabilities.
Schmitt found that ”the difficulty in every case consisted in the inability
to learn phonics ~ to associate the sound of letters with the letters




^ Schmitt, C., "Developmental Alexia, Congenital Word Blindness or the
Inability to Learn to Read", Elementary School Journal
,
Vol.18, #8, May,
1918, and Vol.18, #9, June, 1918.
^ Gates, A. I., "The Psychology of Reading and Spelling with Special Refer-
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themselves", and the difficulty is central and not sensory in origin
Gates is of the opinion "that inhibiting habits however acquired, may be
at the bottom of the disability" and that the special defects or short-
comings analyzed in earlier studies are not especially operative.
Wallini/ suggests that "the difficulty in word blindness may be
traceable to the difficulty of translating a visual or letter symbol into
its appropriate auditory symbol." "Nearly all investigations have found
that the extreme cases of reading disability (the cases of so-called con-
genital word blindness) do have difficulty with the recognition of let-
ters,"^
According to the results of a study by Miss Lord this so-called
congenital word blindness "is not a pathological condition of a visual
memory center for words and letters, but is due to a defect in the asso-
ciation fibers; to insufficient associations between the sense areas and
to the lack of coordination in motor responses to visual and auditory
stimuli."^
4/
Fildes^ finds nothing in her experiments "to indicate the
existence of any region as a ’'visual word’ centre, the absence or in-
Wallin, J.E.W,
,
"Congenital Word Blindness, Some Analyses of Cases",
The Training School Bulletin
,
Vol.7l.
_£/ Lord, Elizabeth, Carmichael, L., and Dearborn, W., "Special Disabili-
ties in Learning to Read and ?/rite", Monographs in Education
,
Series I,
Vol.II, ^1, p.66. Harvard University.
Op.Cit., p,28.
V Fildes, L.G. , "A Psychological Inquiry into the Nature of the Condition
Known as Congenital Word Blindness", Brain. Vol.44, 1921.
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jury to which will make the visual recognition of words impossible.” The
defects found are not so strictly localized as such an hypothesis would
demand, for the word blind individual reveals special difficulties in
dealing with material other than words. Her experiments do suggest that
word blindness ”is but one aspect of a more general, yet still in itself
specific defect in either the visual or auditory regions or both,” Some
of the worst cases had both visual and auditory defects, although on the
whole, there was no correlation between auditory and visual disability.
In general, the theory of word blindness of a congenital nature
receives little consideration today because in recent years it has been
found that practically all of these persistent cases of failure in learn-
ing to read have yielded to some type of treatment by a skilled and pa-
tient investigator. Therefore, we should be very slow to escribe inabili-
ty to read to some special breakdown of the nervous tissue.
The upshot of our consideration of the literature of congenital
word blindness and of our experience with such cases is the following.
”If there are specific defects in the centres or areas of the brain in
?diich there is said normally to be deposited the visual memories of let-
ters and words, these conditions will account for but a small proportion
of the cases. Auditory difficulties, both central and peripheral must
also be recognized, as well as muscular or kinaesthetic deficiencies and
peculiarities. Secondly, there are cases which would appear to develop on
a basis of pure habit, especially with a supporting background of neurotic
or psychopathic behaviour, but perhaps more commonly these factors compli-
cate or are in part the result of the first named deficiencies. Finally,
afiT ’ .©It^ie^c-qnix i.b'xoer 'io flcitinjjooei JLsi/ai^ ed& Llitr xfoMw
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some of the factors which are ultimately responsible for the condition
of word blindness, or for the inhibiting habits which result in this con-
dition, would appear to be inheritable.*^
**The educational psychologists vflbio have become interested in
this condition recently have come to hold this point of view in regard
to extreme reading disability or word blindness. They have argued that
disability or inability in reading forms simply *the fag end of the nor-
mal distribution*, have questioned the existence of congenital factors,
and have considered *the possibility that inhibiting habits,* however ac-
quired, may be at the bottom of the inability.**-^
_!/ Lord, Slizabeth, Carmichael, L., Dearborn, ¥., *’Special Disabilities
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ORTON’S THEORY OE STREHiOSYlffiOLlA AND DEARBORN’S THEORY
OF MJSCUIAR IMBALANCE
Orton suggests the hypothesis that reading disability is due not
to an organic defect in the brain but to failure to train the brain to
work exclusively from the dominant or leading hemisphere, so that, if a
clear-cut unilateral dominance is not established, a confusion arises
which prevents the immediate successive linkage of the visual stimulus
with its meaning. It is the inadequate dominance of one brain hemisphere
over the other that accounts for the reversing of symbols.
Eye preference may be a significant factor in accounting for this
deficiency since many reading defect cases show right-hand dominance with
left-eyed dominance, the combination possible being an impediment in the
co-ordination of directional responses. This ocular dominance may be in-
fluenced by greater visiaal acuity in one eye or may influence, or be in-
fluenced by hand dominance.
Orton’s theory is based on certain fundamental facts of brain




In the case of the lower visual centers which have to do with perception
and the recognition of objective meaning, similar areas of the two hemi-
spheres apparently function together as a unit. This is shown by the
fact that at this level, destruction of similar areas on both sides of the
SlC-TlAlifluG VO
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brain is necessary to produce loss of function. At the visual associative
level, hov/ever, at which the visual element is linked with the sensory
data from another field, this rule of bilateral function apparently does
not apply. ’’IJThen we come to the third phase of elaboration the situation
is strikingly different; this is the level at which written or printed
symbols are linked with meaning and here it is variously described as the
associative concept, or symbolic level. Here not only is damage to one
hemisphere sufficient to destroy function, but it makes a difference which
hemisphere is affected. If the hemisphere which is known as the dominant
happens to suffer, a con^lete loss of this function results, and the




the other hemisphere - the non-dominant - nothing apparently happens.”
I
This striking difference in functional importance between the right and
i|
left association areas is not, however, paralleled by an equivalent dif-
ference in brain structure. As far as v/e know, the association areas in
the non-dominant hemisphere are equal in size and complexity to those of
the dominant. By inference, we assume that these areas hold records
known as engrams which are usually latent or elided but which may, under
certain circumstances influence responses. The visual spheres of the two
halves of the brain are antitropic, that is, right and left, and we be-
lieve that visual engrams are registered there in antitropic pairs.
Originally, either is competent to become the guide for motor responses.
The establishment of the physiological habit of initiating the more
j
1/ Orton, S. T. ”The Sight Reading Method of Teaching Reading as a




intricate motor responses such as speech and vsriting from the associative
area of one hemisphere alone usually occurs early in childhood, but at
apparently varying ages, and expresses itself outwardly in a preference
for the right or left hand as the case may be. The establishment of this
unilateral dominance in one hemisphere presupposes the elision of engrams
of the other hemisphere at the associative level so that they no longer
serve as a pattern for the motor responses of speech and writing. If a
clear cut unilateral dominanance was not established by the elision of one
set of engrams, confusion might readily arise which would prevent the
immediately successive linkage between the sensory stimulus (the printed
word) and its meaning which constitutes reading, A lack of appropriate
selection of one of these paired engrams gives the basis for reading dis-
ability. "Unless there is consistent elision of the one of the pair
wMch is implanted in the non-dominant and a selection of the other of the
pair, in the dominant area, there is evidence of confusion in direction
and orientation which is manifested through symptoms peculiar to cases of
reading disabilities." Concerning which hemisphere tends to be the
dominant one Orton writes, "that training for elision on one set of
images may operate in either hemisphere is obvious when we consider that
dominantly left-handed children have apparently no greater difficulty in
learning to read than do dominantly right-handed children. Those children,
however, who are neither dominantly right-handed or left-handed, or in
whom clear-cut dominance has not been well established before they begin to
learn to read probably have more trouble with reversals of letters."
jy Orton, S. T. "The Sight
of Reading Disability"
Reading Method of Teaching Reading as a Source
Journal of Educational Psychology .XX. pp.l59,l£; :9
2/ Orton, S, T, "Word Blindness in School Children" Archives of Neurology
and Pivchlatry. IV. pp.614, 1925.
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The confusions of which Orton speaks include:
1. Confusions between "b” and "d" and between ”p" and "q”
2. Uncertainty in reading short pallindromic v/ords, as ” saw"for "was"
3. Tendency to reverse parts of words or whole syllables, as "gary"
for "gray"
4. Greater facility than usual for mirror writing
5. Greater facility than usual in reading from the mirror
Dearborn's theory is somewhat similar to that of Orton's. He
says, "it appears that in order to avoid difficulties in reading and writ-
ing one should be either left-eyed and left-handed or right-eyed and right-
handed and preferably the latter. Difficulties appear especially in
children who have been 'changed over' in handedness and whose 'one sidedness
1/
or lateral dominance has never been established." He suggests that since
the movements of the hands are centrifugal, the left-handed child may,
through watching his preferred hand working from right to left, form the
habit of moving his eyes in this direction also.
As an explanation for his theory. Dearborn offers the following:
"The reason for this situation seems to be as fol-
lows: In writing and reading (in our la.nguage) the
movements of the hand and eye are dextrad. It is this
sequence from left to right which has to be followed
to build up the correct visual and motor images of
words. This is the natural and easiest movement of
the right-handed — away from the center of the body.
Left-handed and left-eyed children have a preference
for the other direction, that is sinistrad. Diffi-
culties in reading may develop on this basis alone,
but they are usually more obvious since in the letter
reversals and mirror writing they are more readily
checked by the teacher. Vilhen right or left lateral
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dominance has not been established the trouble is
more insidious and subtle and not se easily detect-
ed, There is uncertainty about the correct sequence
of letters in words because of the conflicting ten-
dencies of hand and eye. The result is that faulty
word images with letters interchanged are stored up
in the mind, Pron^st and precise recognition of
words is difficult and almost impossible.
"Still another complication remains to be noted.
Vvhen a pupil first looks at a word or sentence, if
he examines it from right to left, he may be able
to recognize or recall the word or phrase as well
as another pupil who envisions it in the usual way,
but when he learns to pronounce the word he may not
realize that there is a correspondence between the
order of sounds and the visual order of the letters.
Vi/hen he visualizes the v/ords and phrases from right
to left, or in no particular order there is no
phonetic sequence to help him in recognizing and
pronouncing. Instead of the associations which are
normally being established in his right-dominant
classmates between visual and motor and auditory
images, a conflict of associations is being set up.
The retention of these inappropriate visual
images and motor images, which bear little or no
relation to the phonetic sequences of sounds, would
appear to then be the explanation of some of these
extreme difficulties in learning to read." •=/
Evidence of the popularity of this theory of the relationship
of cerebral dominance to reading disabilities is shown by the conclusions
of several recent studies. Fagan concludes: "In this case, as in other
motor lead shift cases the imposition of wTiting on the right hand has
developed the latent reaction patterns of the left cerebro-cortico-neuro
muscular mechanism basic to articulate, as well as to graphic speech. In
a cortical condition of bi-laterality of functional dominance as induced
by changes of handedness the probability of inter-cortical confusion in
in symbol and word orientation and configuration gives rise to reading.
'\J Dearborn, W, F. Difficulties in Learning University of Chicago Press,
March 1932, pp.6-7.
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spelling, and vnriting disabilities as well as to stuttering,”
Richards concludes: "It is evident that in a left-handed child
taught to write with his right hand, and writing with his left-hand went
unobserved, a special factor is operative which tends to present him Tvith
a wrong (i. e. reversed) word more frequently than in the case of a right-
handed child, and so must lead to utter in5)otence to decide which is the
zJ
right form of letter."
Fildes and Meyers say, "These tendencies (reversals) are more
evident in left-handed than they are in right-handed individuals, and their
incidence seems greater in those cases where dominance of either right or
S/
left hand is not clear cut."
Objections to the Orton and Dearborn theories have been listed
as follows:
1. i'leither theory has been substantiated because no satis-
factoiy experimental evidence has been produced. The assumption is gene-
ralized soley from clinical eases which have been few in number.
2. "A physiological theory seems to be an over-simplifica-
tion of the problem. The higher mental processes, basic to the reading
i/
process, are made subservient to certain physiological conditions."
3^ Fagan, L. B. "A Case Study of Dextral Training of a Left-handed Boy and
its Effect in Speech, Reading and Writing" Psychological Clinic . XIX,
pp.295, February 1931.
^ Richards, T, W, "A Clinical Study of a Severe Case of Reading Disability
in a Left-handed Child who was Taught to Read by a Combined Grapho-Motor
and Voco Motor Method" Psychological Clinic. XIX, pp.286, February 1951
_5/ Fildes, L.G. and Meyers, C.S, "Left-handedness and the Reversals of
Letters" British Journal of Psychology
.
XII, pp.278, 1921.
^ Crider, B, "The Lack of Cerebral Dominance as a Cause of Reading Dis-
abilities" Childhood Education
. 10:258, February 1934.
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5. The theories have failed to take into consideration the
possibility of learning difficulties due to low intelligence, inadequate
visiaal perception, personality factors, poor methodology, eye muscle imbal-
ance, and many other factors.
4. There is no evidence that eye preference as commonly deter-*-;
mined, is related to cerebral dominance and its relationship to handedness
I
is largely conjectural. ;;
5. Modern thinking is away from localization of such function!;
i
as "reading levels”. ;!
6. In reality Orton’s and Dearborn's ideas are only t^o-
jj




evidence regarding the theory that lack of ocular dominance causes reading
j
difficulty because thus far we have been unable to determine ocular domin- ii
ance accurately. Cattell's conclusions relation to perceptual processes
I
in reading are, "Of the three processes involved in a reaction, the willing
;
precedes perception and the apperception: that is, the willing is done
jj





ness. Hence we see a letter before we see what it is. We may even say a i
i
j
word before we have actually perceived it; and we may say it incorrectly
|
!





"Reading is presented through visual channels, and a very natural




1/ Cattell, J. M. "Mind" Vol. 11
^ BflmftSfT.H. "A Comparison of Ocular Characteristics of Unselected and ReadU
~ ing DisaPllitv (iroups" Reprint - Journal of Educational Research. pp.I. Ij'
March 1932.
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Reading disability may be due to defective balance and control of
eye muscles (heterphoria or hetertropia) . Strabismus or weakness of cer-
tain muscles is another cause. Defects of eye muscle balance and control
are often unsuspected and cannot be distinguished from refractive errors
except by a technical examination.
The sensory problem resolves itself into two factors:
1. Visual or peripheral (outside the nervous system)
2. Central (within the system)
How much of a reading disability can be caused by a sensory defect and how
much of it is central is still an unsettled question.
C. T. Gray examining fifty-nine cases found that oculist's examin-
ations "showed clearly that eye defects have nothing to do with reading
1/
ability". Monroe states that lack of adequate visual acuity was not
2J
found to distinguish reading disability cases from normal readers. Poor
visual acuity may interfere with reading but most reading defects are not
primarily caused by visual acuity.
Two recent studies suggest the importance for reading of imbalance
I
of the ocular muscles. Eames found no significant difference between groups
in. visual acuity, but he found that the reading disability group showed
greater exophoria at the reading distance to the extent of six times the
S/
standard error of the difference. Exophoria - owing to imbalance of the
l/ Gra^y,~C. tT, "Types of Reading Ability as Exhibited Through Tests and
Laboratory Experiments" Supplementary Education Monograph Vol.l.No.5
University of Chicago, 1917.
Monroe, M. "Children T^'ho Cannot Read" The Analysis of Reading Disabilitii a
and the Use of Diagnostic Tests in the Instruction of Retarded Children
University of Chicago, 1952.
s
5/ Eames, T. H. "A Comparison of the Ocular Characteristics of Unselected
Disability Groups" Journal of Educational Research, 25:211-
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ocular muscles, the lines of vision of the two eyes tend to diverge, re-
sulting in the blurred, doubled, superimposed images. The condition tends
to be corrected by the natural con^Densatory mechanisms of the eye but the
condensation causes fatigue.
Selzer found a condition of ocular muscle imbalance and a lack of
i/
visual fusion in ninety per cent of thirty-three reading disability cases.
Eames in a study to determine what improvement in reading may be
expected following the correction of eye defects in reading disability
cases found that the correction of eye difficulties was important in the
treatment of reading disability cases. In another study he found the
amplitude of fusion convergence is an important factor in reading disability
s/
cases.
Fendrick in an experimental study to measure the visual attributes
of poor readers made a comparative analysis of visual characteristics be-
tween two groups of elementary school pupils matched for age, sex, schooling,
and intelligence but definitely dichromaic with respect to reading ability
4/
and concluded that.
1. Poor readers in school where the look and say method of
teaching was predominant were characterized by a relatively lower degree of
1/ Selzer, C, ’’Lateral Dominance and Visual Fusion Their Application to
Difficulties in Reading, Viiriting, Spelling and Speech” Harvard Monographs
in Education
.
No. 12, Harvard University, 1955.
2/ Eames, T. H. ’’Improvement in Reading Following the Correction of the Eye
Defects of Non-readers” American Journal of Qpthalmology . Vol.l7, No. 4,
April 1954.
^ Eames, T. H. ’’Low Fusion Convergence as a Factor in Reading Disability”
American Journal of Opthalmology
.
Vol.l7, No. 8, August 1954.
^ Fendrick, P. A. ”A Study of the Visual Characteristics of Poor Readers”
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Columbia University, Teachers College.
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visual acuity for near distant measurements.
2. No statistically significant differences were found that
suggested lateral muscle imbalance as a factor in reading disability.
3. Significant differences favored the good readers on
various tests of visual perception.
4. No reliable differences in eyedness or handedness were
obtained.
From the present studies we conclude that there is a greater in-
cidence of visual and ocular difficulty among poor readers than among good
readers. If a sensory defect is present it is advisable that the services
of an eye specialist be solicited.
AUDITORY DIFFICULTIES
The audition correlate has assumed added significance since in
word analysis, auditory capacities have to do with the building of adequate
auditory imagery. Only a limited number of studies have been reported thus
far concerning the relation of auditory defects to reading. In a compara-
1/
tive study of good and poor readers in the second and third grades. Bond
found that there was a significant difference between the two groups in audi-
tory acuity, auditory discrimination, and auditory perception techniques.
(
The data secured also led to the conclusion that if a pupil "is exposed to
an oral phonetic type of instruction, auditory ability appears to be a
factor of importance in relation to reading disability." On the other hand,
if pupils are taught "by predominantly look and say techniques, auditory
factors do not maintain their dominant position as characterizing elements
associated with inadequate reading performance."
2/ Bond,_Guy_L. "The Auditory and Speech Characteristics of Poor Readers"
Contributions to Education. No. 657, Teachers College Columbia University
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A deficiency in auditory perception may be the result of structural,
characteristics of the organs of speech which affect the articulation of
sounds. The child does not hear some sounds correctly because he cannot
himself reproduce the sounds accurately.
KINASSTHETIC APPROACH
For the past fifteen years, the kinaesthesia correlate has been
deemed significant by the many investigators regardless of the causal
theories they have advanced. The desirability of reinforcing the visual
and auditory imagery with kinaesthetic imagery is quite universally admitted
as being sound procedure for the correction of language disabilities.
If the cases of reading disability are recognized early enough,
difficialties may be prevented and corrected ty a few weeks of individual
attention and training to establish the sense of direction in v/hich reading
proceeds. Divers methods have been used by investigators in teaching the
non-reader hovir to read. The Snglish physician, Hinshelwood who first
dealt successfully with a number of these cases resorted to the discarded
alphabet method of learning to read by spelling out the words orally. The
method at least guaranteed the right direction of eye movements and their
correlation with a sequence of letter sounds. The process consists of firsi,
storing up in the visual centre the visual memories of the individual let-
ters of the alpha-bet and in the auditory centre the spelling of the words.
"The subject, "to quote Hinshelwood, "is now able to read words by spelling
them out letter by letter, and thus by appealing to his auditory memory, he
gets the proper word, or sometimes he may simply be seen to move his lips,
spelling silently each letter, and thus appealing to his memory of speech
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movements, or glosso-kinaesthetic memory, as it has been called by Bastian,
or he may sometimes be seen tracing the letters with his fingers on the
V
table and thus appealing to his writing centre."
The final stage is the "storage of visual memories of words". He
believes that the last stage is accomplished by the "education of the cor-
2j
responding centre in the opposite side of the brain". He maintains
that this "old method of instruction" is superior to the "look and say"
method. The latter method may do for children with normal visual memory,
but it is not suited to those with a defective visual centre. Of course
the assumption in this method is that the visual centre is intact so far as
visual memory of letters is concerned and that without a simultaneous ap-
peal to other centres besides the visual, it balks at the recognition of
syllables and words.
Hinshelwood found that the use of block letters was helpful and
argued that "by constant handling of these blocks the visual impressions
were strengthened by the simultaneous associations with the tactual ones.
Kirk compared the relative efficacy of the manual (kinaesthetic)
1/
method with the conventional sight method of reading. On hundred fifty
three-letter words were presented to six non-readers. Five words were
given each day for thirty days. The subject learned by the manual tracing
'\J Hinshelwood, J. "Congenital Word Blindness" pp.54
2j 0pp. cit. pp.105
’bj Kirk, S. A. "The Influence of iiianual Tracing on the Learning of Simple
Words in the Case of Sub-normal Boys" Journal of Educational Psychology
Vol. 24, pp. 525-55, October 1953.

method (hearing, saying, tracing the words) on one day and by the sight
method (hearing and saying) on alternate days. Kirk concludes that in
terms of "first recall" and the "saving" score, retention was greater in
every case when the manual tracing method was used. In terms of both
measures of retention for the group as a whole the manual tracing method
was significantly superior to the sight method.
The alphabet method has been used successfully by Hollingworth,
and Schmitt has used the phonetic method in teaching non-readers to read.
In the case of Wooley and Ferris the learning of Braile gave the
1/
real start in masterful reading. The tactual motor type of image was a
j
type for which it was possible to form normal auditory and motor associa-
tions, whereas it was not possible starting with visual images because the
latter were a mass of confusions.
Thomas found that in some cases children are aided by tracing
the letters out with the finger, thus utilizing one form of kinaesthetic '
1/
imagery. He notes that, "it is probable that the earliest memory of
letters is a muscular one". Fernald and Kellar trained non-readers by
!




Gates succeeded with all but one of his cases by special train-
4/
ing in the visual perception of words.
ij Wooley and Ferris, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Young School Failures"
Bureau of Education
.
Department of Interior, Government Printing Office
Biilletin, No. 1, Washington, D, C., 1925.
Z/ Thomas "Opthalmic Review", August 1905. "Public Health", May 1908.
3/ Fernald, G.M. and Kellar "The Effect of Kinaesthetic Factors in the




^ Gates, A. I. "Psychology of Heading and Spelling with Special Reference







Freeman had similar success with visual perception as did Miss Lord.
The apparently equally successful use of these various pedagogi-
cal methods would seem to argue that, if there are s^pcific defects, they
are not confined to either the visual, auditory, or motor processes.




intelligence, and of normal sensory capacity, learn to read when given in-
j
tensive training, whatever avenue of approach may be particularly stressed?
I
i
It is not credible that all the non-readers found in Chicago chanced to
j
have a disability approachable 1:^ phonics, and in no other way; that those
discovered Iqy Fernald and Kellar in California were so constituted that
I they could be approached through motor exercises and not otherwise; that
Gates' cases in the Scarborough School all happened to be susceptible to
,
training through visual methods and through no others. In fact no investi-
gator has established his or her method as the only method of successful




"Vihen there is difficulty in forming associations
between the sight of words, their sounds, the kin-
aesthetic feelings of their articulation and the mean-
ing all ready attached to these latter processes, the
word wholes as perceived, (i. e. visually, auditorily,
and kinaesthetically) must be divided into smaller
units and meaning first attached to these smaller
units, as done in phonetic methods. A certain amount
of this analysis is always needed, as probably no one
,
forms without it, direct associations betv/een more than
a very limited number of visual symbols and their estab-
i 'ij Freeman, F. N. "Clinical Study as a Method in Experimental Education"
Journal of Applied Psychology
. 1920.





lished meanings. It appears, however, that some learn-
ing may be accomplished by the latter method, but its
possibilities seem to be more limited than hy former
methods. This process may be facilitated by estab-
lishing other kinaesthetic links between the sight of
words and their sounds by tracing or writing the
words at the same time, of course, that one is seeing
and pronouncing them (as in the case in the method so
well developed by Fernald and Kellar) . Which ever
method appears to be stressed, it does not ordinarily,
except perhaps under rigid experimental technique,
exclude the other factors and its success may be sim-
ply due to the fact that it provides a mean for es-
tablishing more associations or a firmer network of
associations between words and their meanings. The
stressing of the phonetic or the visual methods is
in the nature of a frontal attack, that of the extra
kinaesthetic link is more in the nature of a flank
attack on the difficulty. Finally, this extra analy-
sis and associating of the elements of words as seen,
heard, and felt (in speech or in writing) which is
required in the instruction of non-readers points
either to some shortcomings such as narrow visiaal or
auditory or kinaesthetic spans, defects in articula-
tion, etc., or to faulty habits which may have been








”The psychological correltate of reading disability cannot be
adequately considered in isolation from the other correlates. Adequacy of
concepts, rate of association of ideas and perception of relationship de-
pend in a large measure upon maturation level and background of informa-
tion. All of these plus adequate training contribute to the individual's
%/
ability to anticipate meaning during the reading process."
Using this avenue of approach Miss Ladd attempted to examine the
relationship between reading ability and the factors of personality and
"ij Lord, Elizabeth, Carmichael, L., Dearborn, W.F. "Special Disabilities in
Learning to Res-d and Vv'rite" Harvard Monographs in Education . Series I,
Vol. 2, Harvard University.
2j Betts, E. A. "Reading Disability Correlates" Education September 1935




and socio-economic status of the home. Analyzing factors commonly thought
1/
to be associated with reading she found:
1. No reliable data on the relationship of sex and reading
were to be found since no quantitative investigations which offer a com-
parison of girls with boys in reading acliievement v/ith intelligence equal-
ised have been done.
2. The relation between reading achievement and chronologi-
cal age within a limited grade range is insignificant.
3. The correlation between reading and intelligence varies
with the type of test used. Correlations between reading and verbal group
intelligence tests were much higher than those between reading and non-
verbal intelligence tests,
4. No significant difference was found between reading and
piysical health before or after physical in5)rovement,
5. In regard to the relationship between reading and foreign
language it was found that in comprehension English speaking children were
superior to the foreign speaking children. There was little correlation
between reading rate and nationality.
6. Betv.'een reading and interest in reading the relationship
was not specifically determined.
7. Little of any relationship was found between reading
achievement and attendance.
8. The general conclusion was that no marked relationships
were found between reading ability and gross scores or socio-economic
status of the home, play interests, and general personality adjustment.
1/ Ladd, M. R. "The Relation of Social, Economic and Personal Character-
istics to Reading Ability" Contributions to Education . No. 582, Teachers
Cnl 1 aga^—Cfllumbi ft Uiiiversi'^« 1955
.
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Miss Hincks based her study on emotional disturbances. She felt
that children suffer from functional neuroses, one sympton of which was an
inhibition of the learning processes concerned with reading. She observed
the emotional life and behavior as well as the intellectual processes of
preception and learning. From her study she concludes:
1. With one exception subjects showed deviations of visual
and auditory perceptual learning processes generally accepted to be of
primary importance in reading, but each in a different way.
2, Behavior difficulties and maladjustment of personality
were found in varying degrees and are probably caused by the reading defect
or some other factor in the child's life. The child's attitude was foxind
to be of utmost importance in retarding or preventing his learning to read.
Deputy in an attempt to study reading readiness in the first
grade administered tests of word selection, visual-auditoiy association,
2/
visual-visual association and comprehension and recall. He came to the
conclusion that intelligence is the most important factor in determining a
child's success in first grade reading although factors other than intelli-
gence determine progress in reading.
Outright and Anderson wished to determine the effect of such
factors as mental immaturity, sex, living conditions, health habits and
physical defects, pupil adjustment, lack of informational background, manual,
and ocular dominance, teaching method, and administrative policy upon sue-
5/
cess in learning to read. They found;
1/ Hincks, E. M, "Disability in Heading and Its Relation to Personality"
Harvard Monographs in Education
.
No. 7, Series I, Vol.2, 1926.
^ Deputy, E.C, "Predicting Pirst Grade Reading Achievement" Contributions
to Education
, No. 426, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1950.
Cutright P.and Anderson W.A, "An Experimental Study of Pupil Failures in
First Grade" Curriculum Research Study Minneapolis Public Schools,Minnea-
polls, Minnesota, 1954. (impiiblighsd)
I
\4>J‘
1. Many children have neither the mental maturity nor the
intelligence to achieve in reading.
2. -living conditions which are not conducive to the develop
ment of desirable attitudes toward study and school life contribute
heavily to school failure.
3. To some extent poor health habits and physical defects
are factors in failure at the first grade level.
4. Pupils who failed were unadjusted intellectually,
physically, socially and emotionally to a greater extent than those who
did not fail.
Durrell made a survey of the frequency of reading disability
among children at the end of the sixth year in school, taking into con-
sideration sex differences, intelligence Quotient differences, and racial
1/
differences. He also wished to determine the effect of reading ability
on group test of intelligence and to compare the psychological skills of
children with a reading difficulty with those of normal readers. Specific
reading disabilities v/ere found among fifteen per cent of the children.
Retarded reading was found to be more frequent among children with normal
and superior intelligence than among dull children. South European
children had more reading difficulty than Horth European children among
the subjects with intelligence quotients above ninety. No differences
w.ere found between children of the two groups whose intelligence quotients
were below ninety.
ly Durrell, b. D. "Reading Disability in the Intermediate Grades"
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation Graduate School of Education,
Harvard University, 1930.

In 1929, Baker made a study to determine the causes of irregu-
larity in scholarship of elementary school pupils, taking into considera-
• i/
tion educational, mental, social, and personal factors. The information
was obtained through coaching methods. He concludes that personal and
social factors as well as mental age have significant influence upon
scholarship.
This concludes a fragmentary presentation of the methods in the
psychological analysis of reading difficulty. The following chapter pre-
sents the purposes and procedures of the author' s study.
jy Baker, H. J. "Educational disability and Case Studies in Remedial"
Public School Publishing Company, 1929.
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PURPOSES AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
The purposes of this study are twofold;
1. To determine what relationships, if any, exist between
the following factors;
a. Visual Memory of Word Pattern
b. Auditory Recognition of Words Pronounced
c. Speed of Handwriting from Copy.
d. Written Recall from Silent Reading
e. Fluency of Written Recall from Silent Reading
f . Reading Grade Based on Stanford Achievement Test
g. Spelling Grade Based on Stanford Achievement Test
h. Chronological Age
i. Mental Age
j » Intelligence Quotient
2. To study the relationship of each significant factor
with all other significant factors and to draw some conclusions as to the
reasons for such relationships.
Three hundred eighty pupils of the city of Reading, Massachu-
setts in grades three, four, five, and six were given a series of tests
composed of the following exercies;
1. Visual Memory of IWord Pattern
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5 Speed of Handwriting from Copy
4. Written Recall of Silent Reading
5. Stanford Achievement Test of Reading
6. Stanford Achievement Test of Spelling
7. Intelligence Test
a. Otis Intelligence Test in Grade Three
b. National Intelligence Test in Grades Four and Five
c. Terman Intelligence Test in Grade Six
The testing took place during the week of June 19, 1954, and
the children taking the tests were selected from the Higliland and Center
Schools in Reading, i>flassachusetts.
Since certain of the tests were designed for the purpose of this
experiment, an explanation of their composition and method of administra-
tion is necessary. The tests designed for the purpose of this experiment
were constructed l/y Donald -D. Durrell of Boston University in 1954 and are
made up of the following exercises:
1. Visual Memory of T/ord Pattern
In this test the child locates on his test paper the
words exactly like the ones shown to him on cards displayed one at a time
by the examiner. As he locates on his paper the word displayed, he draws
a line] through it. The test is con^iosed of thirty-six exercises of in-
creasing difficulty. Each exercise is made up of either five or seven
words that are similar in length, contain similar letters, and have
either similar beginnings, endings, or central portions. For each
exercise the examiner has one of the words in the exercise printed on a
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card, three by twelve, which he holds up for the pupil to see. The
printing on these cards is such that good legibility is assured for all
pupils, '^he pupil finds the same v/ord on his paper that is displayed on
the examiner's card and draws a line through it. In the first five
exercises there are five words to choose from and in the thirty-one re-
maining exercises a choice must be made from seven words. Sample exer-
cises are exhibited below.
Exercise 1
ago dog do go girl "dog" is the key word.
Exercise 5
clear clean close climb lean "clean" is the key word.
Exercise 51
inductive endorser indicator inducer indention incubator
inductor "inductor" is the key word.
The key words for each exercise in the test are as follows:
1. dog 19. experimental
E. top 20. desirous
S. last 21. promoting
4. black 22. regulation




7 . different 25. reformation
8. contain 26 . disinfectant
9. weather 27. inferring
10. pleasantness 28. perversity
11 . reception 29. formulate
12. indication 50. accordance
15. factories 51 . inductor
14. ungrateful 52. engender
15. enterta-inment 55 . maturation
16 . appreciate 54. semicentennial
17. undecided 55. sudorific
18. desertion 56. astroptysical
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Directions for administering this test are as follows:
"Look at the first page. Here are some exercises numbered
from one to thirty-six. Each exercise has a number of words in it. ^ut
' your finger on the exercise numbered One. Now, I am going to show you a
card that has a word on it. You are to look at the word on the card and
then find the same word on your paper in Exercise One. Here is the
word." Examiner displays a card with the word "dog" on it. "When you
find the word on your paper in Exercise One draw a line through it.
"Put your finger on Exercise Two. Here is a card for
Exercise Two." Examiner displays a card on which is the word "top".
The time allowance for the exposure of each word on the flash-
cards is approximately from twelve to fifteen seconds. As the words get
more difficult, some of the children will not have found the word and
therefore, will not be ready for the next word. Say, "All ready, look
this way. If you can't find it just let it go. Be sure to get the next
one. Here it is."
The score for this test is the number correct. A perfect
score will be thirty-six.
g. Auditory Recognition of Words Pronounced
In this test the examiner speaks a word, the child finds that
word on his test paper and draws a line through it. The test is composed
of thirty-six exercises of increasing difficulty and in each exercise the
child has five choices from which to make a selection. In each exercise
the words are of similar length and contain similar sounds at either the
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Exercise 1
dog day boy boys play the spoken word is "boy”
Exercise 5
nose ice mice race nice the spoken word is "nice"
Exercise 52
insolent incessant insolvent savant insurgent the
spoken work is "insolvent"
The full directions for administering this test are as follows:
"J;ist skip page two. We will do that later. Turn to page
three. There you will find a page filled with words just like the last
one. This time I am going to say a word to you and you are going to find
it on your paper, ^'^otice that these exercises are numbered just like the
last exercises were. Put your finger on Number One. The first word I
am going to say is "boy". Find "boy" in Exercise One and draw a line
through it." Each word is repeated once.
"Put your finger on Number Two. Find "cold" and daraw a line
through it." Repeat "cold".
The time allowed for the child to find the word and to draw a
line through it is from twelve to fifteen seconds. If the time elapses
before the child has found the word on his paper say, "All ready, listen
to the next word. If you didn't get that one just let it go. Be sure
to get the next one. Listen."
The score for this test is the number correct. A perfect score
will be thirty-six
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The complete list of words spoken by the examiner in this test
is as follows:
1. boy 19. deformity
2. cold 20. dependent
3. burn 21 . reduced
4. quick 22. productive
5. nice 23. postscript
6 . speak 24 . conj ecture
7. alone 25. apparently
8. world 26. commissioner
9. terrible 27. advisedly
10. radiator 28. perspective
11. invention 29. distraction
12. thermometer 30. consistency
13. reporter 31 registration
14. attendance 32. insolvent
15. remarkable 33. exaltation
16. expressly 34. incipient
17 . entertainment 35. reverberation
18. bequest 36 . monopoly
3. Speed of Handwriting from Copy
In this test the pupils were required to copy the paragraph
foTind on page four of the test sheet. They were allowed two minutes for
the exercise and at the end of that time the number of letters written
were counted and divided by two in order to find the actual number of
letters written per minute. Scores having a .5 ending were rounded to
the next whole number.
Directions for this test were given in the following manner;
"Turn to page four. See the story at the top of the page.
When I say 'Go' you are to copy the story on the lines below the para-
graph. Write as fast as you can, but write as well as you can, so that
I can read the story. Do not stop to erase if you make a mistake. Just
draw a line through it and go on. All ready, go."
At the end of two minutes say, "Stop, pencils up."
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This is the paragraph the children were asked to copy.
”The man was standing alone on the top of the hill.
He seemed to be looking for something. All at once he
ran as fast as he could go toward the white house back
in the field. He jiunped into his car and drove away
leaving a cloud of dust behind. Soon, several other
cars went by going at top speed in the same direction.
A faint smell of smoke in the air told us ths.t there was
a forest fire somewhere off in the north.”
The score for this test is the number of letters written per
minute.
4. Written Recall from Silent Reading
In this test the children read a short paragraph silently and
then record in writing all they can remember about the paragraph.
From this test two scores are determined:
1. Fluency the actual number of words written hy the
student in his summary of slient reading.
2. Written Recall the niimber of correct ideas ex-
pressed in the student' s written summary
of silent reading.
In grades three and four the scores determined by the summary
written on the silent reading paragraph were recorded as Fluency I and
Written Recall I.
In grades five and six a more difficult paragraph was used for
the silent reading and the scores determined "by the summary written on
that paragraph were recorded as Fluency II and Written Recall II.
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Directions for this test were given in the following manner:
"Now turn to the page we skipped. At the top of the page
you will find a story called, 'The Club House*. Read the story about the
club house. Read it carefully so that you can remember it all. When you
have finished the reading close your book so that the first page, the
page on which you have written your name, is on top."
When everyone ha.s finished reading say, "Novvturn the book com-
pletely over so that the last page which has no writing on it at all is
on the top. Now, write all that you can remember about the story you have
just finished reading."
There is no time limit for either the silent reading or the
written summary after the silent reading.
In scoring this test for fluency the actual number of words in
the written summary are counted and totalled as the score. Each word
counts as one point and the total is recorded under the heading of
Fluency I.
In scoring this test for written recall the number of correct
ideas are totalled and recorded under the heading of Written Recall I.
This method of scoring follows the plan of the"Reading and Recall" test
in the ten-year level of the Stanford-Binet test. A perfect score for
written recall will be twenty-nine.
The following is the paragraph used for silent reading in
grades three and four:
"Late in the summer a man started to build a
house. He wanted to finish it before winter came.
He had some men dig a cellar for him. Then he built
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the floor and the cellar steps himself. Before he
could do anything more, he had to move away to another
town. He left the house just as it was. He told the
boys next door that they might use the cellar as a
club house."
Below is a list of the ideas expressed in this paragraph. These
ideas were used as the basis for determining the scoring of ?/ritten Recall
1. Late
2. in the summer
3. a man
4. started to build
5. a house
6. wanted
7. to finish it




12. the cellar for him
13 . then he built
14. the floor
15. and the cellar steps
For grades five and six;
"How turn to the page
16. Before ^ could
17. do anything more
18. had
19. to move away
20. to another town
21. He
22. left the house




27. that they might
28. use the cellar
29. as a club house
himself
skipped. In the middle of the
page you will find a story called ’Rubber*. Read the story about rubber.
Read it carefully so that you can remember it all. When you h3.ve finished
the reading close your book so that the first page, the page on which you
have written your name, is on top."
When everyone has finished reading say, "Now turn the book
completely over so that the last page which has no writing on it at all
is on the top. Now, write all that you can remember about the story you
have just finished reading."
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There is no time limit for either the silent reading or the
written summary after the silent reading.
In scoring this test for fluency the actual number of words
in the written summary are counted and totalled as the score. Each word
counts as one point and the total is recorded \mder the heading of
Fluency II.
In scoring this test for written recall the number of correct
ideas are totalled and recorded under the heading of Vi^ritten Recall II.
A perfect score for written recall will be thirty-five.
The following is the paragraph used for silent reading in
grades five and six;
'•Rubber came into general use about two hundred
years ago. Columbus brought it back from his second
voyage to America. It was named 'rubber' because it
was used to rub out pencil marks. Rubber comes mainly
from Africa and Brazil. It is manufactured from the
milky juice of the rubber tree. Rapid handling of
the juice is necessary. It is collected early in the
morning when the flow is greatest. At the factory,
acid is added at once to make the rubber rise to the
top. It is then treated in many different ways.
Attempts to produce rubber in the United States have
not been successful."
Below is a list of the ideas expressed in this paragraph.
These ideas were used as the basis for determining the scoring of
Written Recall II.
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1. Rubber
2. came into general use
5* about two hundred years ago
4. Columbus
5. brought it back




It was named 'rubber *
10. because it was used
11. to rub out
12. pencil marks
13. Rubber
14. comes mainly from Africa
15. and Brazil
16. It is manufact\ired
17. from the milky .juice
18. of the rubber tree
19. Rapid handling
20. of the .juice is necessary
21. It is collected
22. early
23. in the morning
24. when the flow is greatest
25. At the factory
26. acid
27. is added at once
28. to make the rubber rise to the top
29. It is then treated




34. in the United States
35. have not been successful
A complete copy of the actual test booklet will be found in the
Index of this study.
The paragraphs used for the Silent Reading tests in grades
three, four, five and six were constructed by Donald D. Durrell and a
corps of assistants in the Reading Clinic at Boston University. Care
was taken in writing the material to take into consideration;
1, paragraph length (visual set-up)
2. number of words
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S, number of ideas expressed
4. vocabulary difficulty
5. reading time for normal readers





In addition to the scores obtained on the tests described above,
other factors were talcen into consideration for comparison. These factors
included:
1. Reading Grade as determined by a Stanford Achievement
Test
2. Spelling Grade as determined by a Stanford Achievement
Test
3. Chronological Age of the child
4. “^ental Age of the child
5. Intelligence Quotient of the child
From this mass of material sixty-two co-efficients of correlation
were computed, and an attempt at interpretation made, in determining the
relationship between each of the foUoT/ing factors:
1.
Visual Memory of Word Pattern
2.
Auditory Recognition of Words Pronounced
5. Speed of Handwriting from Copy
4.
Vi^ritten Recall I from Silent Reading
5.
V/ritten Recall II from Silent Reading
6.
Fluency I of Written Recall from Silent Reading
7.
Fluency II of Virittan Recall from Silent Reading
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Each significant item was studied separately in relation to all
other significant items. The conclusions as to the reasons for the rela-
tionships between the resulting co-efficients of correlation will be found
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CHAPTER III
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
After the data of the experiment had been gathered, sixty-
two coefficients of correlation were computed using the
Pearson Product -Molnent formula, i
From the complete data a table (Table 1) was assem.bled
Indicating the resulting coefficient of correlation of each !
factor with all other factors in the experiment. This table
may be found on the following page.
In addition, the author has also considered each signi-
ficant factor separately, comparing it with what seemed to be
the most significant relating factors, sund attempting to in-
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Quotient ±.03 ± 03.
Reading .46 .84 .42
Grade ± 03 ±.0i
Spelling .44 .80 .41 .83
Grade ±6 3 ±•0/ ±03 Jt. Ot
Visual .58 .69 .37 .70 .76
Score ±.0J ±•'>3 ±.!»3 ±. fj. ^.ol
Auditory .37 .67 .35 .71 .74 .84
Score ± .63 ±.03 ±. V ±.0JL ±./>i
Speed of .47 .59 .16 .56 .58 .54 .50
Handwriting ± 03 ± OJ. ±. flj ±- 1-
j
Written .12 .12 .02 .41 .38 .23 .20 .27 .83
Recall I ±osr ±-0k 4-.<Jsr ±.oz
Written 706 .60 .51 .62 .57 .36 .42 .31 .87
Recall II t. oir t 03 ±.03 ±>oi
Fluency .05 t03 t04 .30 .35 .24 .18 .24
I ior ±.0(. ±.os ±.of ±. OS' J^.OS
Fluency tOC7 .58 .47 .62 .52 .32 .39 .37
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t^And- Rec " "- •*
C. X’ TTgAdi'n^ Spe//>»Ty fjuditory iOrt1i'n<^ I
HAnd all Rectt'l 1-W««tx|
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.38 .69 .37 .70 .76 .84 .54 .23 .36 .24 .32
There seems to be a significant relationship between Visual





5. Auditory Recognition of Words
pronounced.
6. Speed of handwriting from copy.
Each of these fa.ctors will be discussed separately in its
relationship to Visual Memory of Word Pattern in an effort to
interpret the coefficient of correlation.
w ^
•
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Visual Memory of V/ord Pattern
.38
Apparently there is little relationship betv/een Visual
Memory of Word Pattern and Chronological Age. This is in
j
1
keeping with the findings of Dallenbach^who found in his
study only a small direct correlation between visual span and
Chronological Age. According to ViTheat, words when recognized
as word wholes depend to some extent upon the maturity of
the individual and his experience. ’'Records of eye-movements
shov/ that young children read analytically because they do
not have complete mastery of words.
Payne^wlth a tachistoscope test on words and phrases
found the correlation between her test and Chronological Age,
which is supposed to be a factor related to ability in the
test, to be .15 i.04 v/hich is lower than the correlation found
in this study, .38. Probably the difference Inresults is to
be found in the method of presentation. Payne presented her
tests in a faction of a second demanding quick and accurate
recognition of the worda and phrases. In the test in this
study the words were exposed from, twelve to fifteen seconds.
]yDallenbach,K.M. "The Effect of Practice upon Visual Appren-
sion in School Children" Jourml of Ed. Psyc
.
,5:321 , 287; 1914.
_^Wheat, H.G. "The Psychology of the Elementary School", Silver
B-urdett & Co., 1931; p. 207
^Payne, C.S. "The Derivation of Tentative Norms for Short
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The fact that the correlation is low is not a surprising
factor because Meek^ in her study has all ready presented data
on cues used by childj?en in learning to recognize words and
she finds that unsuccessful methods of word recognition are
common in beginning reading and the cues that children use to
recognize words often lead them into error.
'ij Meek, L.K. Study of Learning and Retention in Young






Visual Memory of Word Pattern
51
.69
Evidently Mental ^e is a significant factor in Visual Mem-
I
ory of Word Pattern as is shown by the resulting coefficient
1 1
of correlation of *69. F.D. Brook—" in his study said that
Mental Age is of great Importance in Reading and the Visual
j
Memory of y<ord Pattern test is a form of reading. The Twen-
2/tieth Yearbook—^ Indicates that the higher the intelligence the
3
'
greater the reading span. Reed.-^ in his book says that the
brightest pupils are the fastest readers because reading ia a
process of thought as well as perception, and thoiight requires
intelligence. Possibly by Inference the Visual Memory of Word
Pattern, which in the way the test is arranged requires both
perception and thought, is dependent upon Mental Age.
On the other hand, Payne— in testing youngsters with a
tachistoscope on words and phrases in Grades 5,4, and 5 found
only a correlation of .31 i.04. Possibly the element of time
is a very Important factor since Payne * s test of exposures
was limited to a fraction of a second while in this test the
l/Brooks, P.D. "Chronological Age as a Factor in Reading






^Reed, H.B. "Psychology of Elementary School Subjects", Ginn, ’27
^Payne C.S. "The Derivation of Tentative Norms for Short Ex-
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words were exposed from twelve to fifteen seconds. There j
i
may also be a relationship that ability to distinguish rapidly
and accurately the small differences between words depends
somewhat on Mental Age.
Visual Reading
.70
A high positive correlation is found between these factors
as was to be expected since reading is presented through
visual channels.
Studies show that visual and auditory discrimination,
perception and associabllity play a very large part in learning
to read.
The above correlation indicates ability to perceive clearly I
I
the significant details of words. 5ome aspects to be consid-
j
ered as aids to this visual acuity are:
!
1, Clear cut retinal images through the refractive
;
mechanism of the eye. !
2, Precision in discrimination of complex visual
patterns
.
3. Good acuity of the peripheral retina enabling
the child to bring patterns into the focal vision,
4. Precision in discrimination of the spatial orien-
tation of patterns.
Poor visual acuity may interfere with reading, but most
reading defects are not primarily caused by visual acuity.
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C.T. Gray^ examining 59 cases fo-und "that oculists’ examina-
tions showed clearly that eye defects have nothing to do with
2I
reading ability. Gates—' did not find one case in which in-
ferior perception was associated with poor reading or spelling.
Fildes-^in her experiments found that children who were
non-readers had difficulty in visual perception. A limited
peripheral vision might account for perception in small units.
Word recognition is largely responsible for rate in read-
ing and it has much to do with comprehension "since it tends
to release attention for the larger thought wholes"-^ The
ability to detect small differences in words shows a fairly
high correlation. Therefore, success in reading is dependent
upon some ability to perceive clearly the significant features




C.T. "Types of Reading Ability as Exhibited Through !
Tests and Laboratory Experiments" Supplementary Education
Monographs
,
Vol I #5, University of Chicago; 1917





Columbia University, #129; 1922.
i.G. "A Psychological Inquiry into Nature of theknown as Congenital ki/ord Blindness."
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The higher correlation shown between Spelling and Visual i
I
Memory of Word Pattern as compared to the correlation between ‘
I
Reading and Visual Memory of Word Pattern suggests that a I
favorable form of word perception is to som.e extent a learning
or a relearning to spell during the course of reading.
According to Hollingworth,^ Carman found that poor ob- i
servatlon is the cause of poor spelling; that is, observation
of the words themselves. Results showed that poor spellers
were poorer on the average in all tests of observation than
were good spellers, i'he difference decreased m.arkedly as the
data observed became more and more unlike words. Carman
concludes that ability to spell well probably implies not a
general habit or pov/er of observation, but a special ability
to notice small differences in words. In the sar.ie study
Hollingworth states that the ability to detect small dlfferen- i
I
ces in words shows a fairly high correlation, therefore, !
success in spelling is dependent upon some ability to perceive
the significant features of words. The abilities to perceive
certain essential details of words yields higher correlations
with spelling than with reading, and leads to these tentative
hypotheses. During reading, the words may be perceived with
^yHolllngworth, L.S. "Psychology of Special Disability in
Spelling", Teachers College, Columbia University; Contributions '
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r
sufficient characteristic detail to reinstate even partially
the spelling of those words. That is, it is quite possible
that when words are perceived in a certain favorable v/ay during
ordinary reading, the bonds involved in spelling the word may
be strengthened to some degree. Certain subjects obtain from
words an impression that is adequate for reading but not ade-
quate for spelling; others may become not only good readers
but also good spellers through the practice of seeing words in
a particular favorable way.
Horn says, "The emphasis in presenting the word should
be upon visual imagery. Not only have studies of types
of imagery shown that children of the elementary school
period are predominantly visual, but the direct inves-
tigation of the relative efficiency of various methods
of learning to spell has quite uniformly revealed that
visual presentation is* an essential part of superior
results. Poor spellers are relatively deficient in
using visual imagery"-^
Book and Harter^ feel that to prevent mistake in spelling
the pupil should observe carefully and never guess the spelling
of unfamiliar v/ords . They stress a visual form of presentation.
Gates-^ believes that inadequate visual perception of a
word is the most common type of difficulty in spelling.
"The visual image, despite prodigious work on it is
still very much of a mystery. No one knows precisely
what it is, on what mechanism it depends, or hov/ to
measure it with accuracy. In our procedure, the
image has been conceived as a symptom of the perceptual
reaction. YChen the word is appropriately perceived
nyHorn, E. ’’Principles of Methods in Teaching Spelling^ 18th
Yearbook of National Society for Study of Ed., Part2, Ch. Ill ,p . 65
_^Book, V/.F. & Harter, R.S. "Mistakes V/hich Pupils Make in '
Spelling^ Journal of Ed. Reasearch, Vol.l9 #2.pl06-18, Feb. 1929
^Gates,A.I. "Psychology of Reading & Spelling With Special
Reference to Disability. Tchs. College. Contrib.toEd.#129, p79; ' 22.
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the image is adequate, when the habit is ineffective,




The resulting high correlation between the Visual Memory
of vVord Pattern and the Auditory Memory of words pronounced
indicates a very close relationship between the two factors.
Evidently a close observation of words arouses the
auditory stimulus which acts as an aid to the interpretation
of the visual symbols of the word. In like manner the correct
pronunciation of a word arouses visual symbols of the word
pronounced and results in the correct imagery of the pro-
nounced word.
On the auditory side Gates-^claims that "characteristic
errors of pronunciation result from the perception of words
rather vaguely as wholes, the perception of certain portions
only, or various other Inappropriate perceptual habits." On
the other hand, Payne in concluding her study says mispro-
nunciation cannot always be attributed to perceptual habits.
Gates. A. I. ^Psychology of Reading and Spelling With
Special Reference to disability" Teachers College, Columbia
University, Contributions to Education
, #129, p. 62; 1922
^Payne, C.S. "The Derivation of Tentative Norms For Short
Exposures in Reading" Harvard Monographs in Education; #10;
1930
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The fairly high correlation between these two factors
is probably dependent to a great extent upon the peripheral
range of the individual.
Pupils having a narrow eye-span and requiring several eye
movements in order to assimilate the printed material would
probably tend to be slowed up in speed of handwriting from
copy. On the other hand, those pupils having a v/ide eye span
and requiring few eye movements would probably be the fastest
writers provided they were free from motor difficulties.
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.37 .67 .35 .71 ,72 .84 .50 .20 .42 .18 .39
The following factors seemed to be significantly related to





5. Visual Memory of Vi/ord Pattern
6. Speed of Handwriting.
With the exception of Visual Memory of Word Pattern which
has already been taken into consideration, each of these
factors will be discussed separately in their relationship to
Auditory Recognition of words pronounced in an effort to in-
terpret the coefficient of correlation.

59
Auditory Recognition of Vifords Pronounced and Chronological Age
.37
As in the case of Visual Memory of vVord Pattern, the re-
lationship between Auditory Recognition of words pronounced and
chronological age is probably dependent to some extent upon the
maturity of the individual and his experiences, I'he resulting
coefficient of this correlation was low and positive.
Possibly the size of the coefficient is due somewhat to
teaching methods. If the child has been taught by a "look and
say" and has had inferior training in phonetics so that he is
unable to satisfactorily attack new words, it is quite possible
that the child will be unable to distinguish small auditory
differences in word syllables. Hence, the resulting low
correlation is obtained.
Auditory Recognition of V/ords Pronounced and Mental Age
.67
From the resulting positive correlation one might conclude
that a fairly high degree of relationship exists between auditory
recognition of words and mental age.
The ability to determine and distinguish correctly the
small differences between words pronounced would seem to require
thinking ability. This is especially true in our English
language where simlliar letter combinations in words are pro-
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word in a sentence. Examples: 1. The band will lead the
parade. 2. A boat has a lead keel.
Auditory Recognition of Words Pronounced and Reading Grade
.71
There appears to be a fairly high relationship existing
between the factors of reading grade and auditory recognition
of words pronounced.
Studies show that both visual and auditory discrimination
play a large part in learning to read.
According to Eincks,-^ "there may be a connection be-
tween pitch discrimination and learning to read. A
teacher of non-readers informed the writer that the
vowel sounds are always the most difficult phonetic
sounds for them (the children) to learn. It is gen-
erally accepted that the vowel sounds all differ
from one anotherin pitch. It would be expected then,
that a child with a normal ear for pitch would learn
to read more easily by a phonetic method".
Kohler and Jaensh doing experimental work in Germany have
determined that the vowel sounds u, o, a, e, i, are ascending
tones approximately an octave apart. If a pupil cannot hear
octave differences that is ground for arguement that difficulty
with phonetic vowel sounds is due to defective power of pitch
discrimination.
'\J Hlncks ‘'Disability in Reading and Its Relation to Person-
ality" Harvard Monographs
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Diirrell-^ also found that many t imes difficulty in word
mastery appeared to be on the auditory side. He found that
faulty ennunciation appears to be at the root of confusions in
reading. Because a child does not ennunciate the v/ord clearly
he has difficulty in its meaning and memory and as a result his
reading becomes a conglomeration of slurred sounds.
It is therefore concluded that in this study auditory rec-
ognition of words pronounced is significantly related to reading




Auditory Recognition of Words Pronounced and Spelling G-rade I
.74
"Useful as it undoubtedly is, both psychologically
and pedagogically, to build associations from the
visual appearances of words to their reproduction by
graphic movement, their phonic form cannot be en-
tirely disregarded. This is true for the reason
that vocal-auditory use of words is both antecedent
to, and more frequent than, their visual graphic
use in the development of language."^
Hollingworth reports that studies made by Lay, Abbo t , and
Kuhlman on the psychological elements involved in spelling, in
an effort to find the success that follows auditory presentation
^llurrell, D.D. "Confusions in Learning" Education
,
Feb. 1932.
^Vifatson, A. "Experimental Studies in the Psychology and Peda-
gogy of Spelling" M’s dissertation. Teachers College, Columbia




"Psychology of Special Disability in Spelling”







of the words as compared with visual, and to discover the
I
differences when these processes are accompanied by soft and
loud speaking and other motor reactions, such as the movement
of the hand in writing derive this conclusion. Upon the whole,
all studies emphasize the fact that discrimination of sound
and association of visual form v/ith the sound of the word, are
the main elements in spelling. Faulty auditory discrimination
I
might therefore cause difficulty in spelling.
Since this study compares favorably with other studies,
and because of the relatively high coefficient of correlation
it is concluded that spelling ability, as measured in terms
of spelling grade, is dependent upon the auditory recognition
of words pronounced.
I
Auditory Recognition of Words Pronounced and Speed of Hand-
writing From Copy
.50
A fair correlation seems to exist between the factors of
auditory recognition of words pronounced and speed of hand-
writing from copy.
Probably the size of this correlation is somewhat dependent
upon visual memory of word pattern. When words are spoken,
they recall visual images which coincide with that auditory
stimulus and thus enable the indivildual to transfer the
sound into writing. Of course, good auditory acuity is re-
quired in order to recall correct visual images.
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The following factors seemed to be significantly related






5. Visual Memory of Word Pattern
6. Auditory Recognition of tsords
Pronounced
7. vVritten Recall I & II from
silent reading.
8. Fluency I & II of v/ritten
recall from silent reading.
With the exception of Visual Memory of Word Pattern and
Auditory Recognition of words pronounced which have already
been taken into consideration, each of these factors will be
discussed separately in their relationship to speed of hand-
writing from copy in an effort to interpret the coefficient of
correlation.
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Speed of Handwriting- -Chronological Age
.47
Since chronological age is a determining factor in speed
of handwriting it would seem that further discussion of these
factors is desirable.
Writing ability increases with age in school children. In
the early stages of writing control is through vision but after
habituation it is largely controlled by kinaesthetlc sensation.
Speed of handwriting increases as the handwriting movement is
developed and automatized.
Although motor ability changes with age, children of the
same age differ widely in the degree of coordinated muscular
movement of which they a'^e capable. Studies indicate that
there is a marked increase in the rapidity of movement and in
the steadiness and precision from age six to sixteen.
In experiments carried on by Bryan and Gilbert as reported
by Hartman^ it was found that motor ability of the hand and
arm reached maturity about the period of adolescence and that
at the age of about nine or ten the finger movements acquired
a high percentage of ability. It seems probable therefore,
that a child is not physiologically fitted to do much writing
until that time.
This may account for only the fair degree of relationship
indicated by the coefficient of correlation found in this
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study. The children tested ranged in age from seven to four-
teen years of age, with the extreme limits including only
scattered cases while the majority of the subjects ranged in
age from eight to eleven years of age. As a result some of
the cases would fall below, and other cases would be above,
the accepted age of maturity in handwriting ability.
Speed of Handwriting from Copy and Mental Age
.59
The fairly high positive correlation indicated between
these two factors can probably be attributed to the f act that
the more intelligent a child is, the better he is able to see
his errors in writing and how to correct them. ‘-^ome writers
claim that specific writing ability is inherited and has no
0
relation to intelligence, yet this coefficient would imply
that intelligence was a factor in handwriting.
Speed of Handwriting from Copy and Intelligence Quotient
.16
Gates and La Salle^ testing seventy-eight pupils in Grades
Three, loiur. Five, and Six found that the average of twelve




"A Study of V/riting Ability and
its Relation to other Abilities Based on Repeated Tests during
a period of Twenty Months" Journal of Educational Psychology
,
Vol. XV, pp 205-16; April 1924.
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correlations between Writing and Mental xige derived from Binet
tests to be .65. However, in a partial correlation between
these same factors with age eliminated, the correlation was .01
or zero. Shaw and IrwinM.n a study showing the relation of
intelligence to writing among good and poor writers conclude
"the difference in intelligence between good and poor wirters
s not marked"
Basing his conclusions on his own and other data. Sates
says it is not Impossible that the relationship between writing
ability and intelligence is positive for Inferior children,
slightly positive for average pupils, and slightly positive
for unselected children. Our coefficient being only slightly
positive for average children would be in keeping with these
conclusions
•
This same line of reasoning would lead one to conclude
that the relationship v;ould be of a negative order for gifted
o/
children. Garrison-^ found this reasoning to be valid for
gifted children in the Peabody Demonstration School
Speed of Handwriting from copy and Spelling Grade
.58
The correlation between spelling ability as measured in
terms of spelling grade and speed of handwriting from copy
^Shaw~,L. A. ^ Irwin, M.E.,"A Study of Good and Poor Writers"
Educational Method ; Vol 12, pp 275-84; Feb. 1933.
_^Garrlson, S.C., Unpublished Material, The Peabody Demonstra-
tion School, George Peabody College for Teachers.
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is fairly high and appears to be significant.
l/'iss Hilderbrant-i^ feels "that spelling links itself with
writing mere closely than v/ith reading." In this study the
same conclusion could be drawn although the difference is only
very slight. Probably this factor is reliable because a pupil
who writes rapidly, apparently has good motor coordination and
;
the writing process is well automatized for him. vKith this
process under control the child can concentrate entirely upon
spelling v\fclle he automatically records it on paper.
On the other hand. Miss Potter-^ says, "speed of handwriting
maybe, and perhaps should be, considered as a factor in spellirjg
ability but it is shown by this study to be of small importance"
Speed of Handwriting from copy and Written Recall I and II from
Silent Reading
I .27 II .31
The relationships between speed of handwriting from copy
and Written Recall I and II from silent reading are low and
positive. In Grades Five and Six (Written Recall II) the re-
lationship is slightly higher than in Grades Three and Four
(Vifrltten Recall I)
In this study the Written Recall scores were determined by
the number of accurate ideas recorded in writing after silent
reading.
^yEllderbrant, E. "The Psychological Analysis of Spelling"
Pedagogical Seminary, Vol 30, pp. 371-81; Dec. 1923.
^Potter, R. "Comparison of Oral Recall and Written Recall of
Silent Reading in Middle Grades" Masters Thesis, B.U.^cl. Ed.
,
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The low correlations are probably due to inability on the
part of the pupil to record in v/riting the ideas gained from
silent reading. Factors entering into this disability may be
due to:
1. difficulty with the writing process itself (un-
familiarity with the written formation of letters)
2. failure to com.prehend the silent reading.
3. difficulties in spelling.
If the difficulty lies in the writing process, possibly
the child is unable to express h:* s ideas due to the fact that
he has trouble in spelling or lacks familiarity with the for-
mation of letters into words. If these difficulties arise the
child is either momentarily or completely blocked. If he is
only momentarily blocked some ideas might tend to slip out of
his m.ind before he can record them and he is unable to recall
them. As a result he receives a low score. If he is complete-
ly blocked, he is unable to record any ideas and hence cannot
obtain a score.
The low correlation in V^ritten Recall I from silent read-
ing might be explained by the fact that it is possibly a new
experience in the school life of pupils in Grades Three and
Pour. Yet, when the correlation of ‘..hitten Recall II from
silent reading is taken into consideration we find that prac-
tically as much difficulty is enco^.intered by the pupils in
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Speed of Eandwrlting from Copy and Fluency I and II of v'^’rltten
Recall from Silent Reading
I .24 II .37
The relationships between Speed of handwriting from copy
and Fluency I and II of V/ritten Recall from silent reading are
also low and positive.
In this experiment the fluency of written recall after
silent reading was determined by the number of vi^ords written
in the written recall paragraph.
The same factors causing disability in the case of Written
Recall I and II from silent reading with speed of handwriting
from copy might apply to this situation for the same reasons,
since vn^iting is a sensori-motor activity which consists of
adapting a movement to a stimulus. In this case it is the
idea which is the stimulus that produces the written response.
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Recall I .12 .12 .02 .41 .38 .23 .20 .27 .83
Written
Recall II
-.06 .60 .51 .62 .57 .36 .42 .31 00•
The following factors seemed to be significantly related




4. Speed of handwriting from copy
5. Fluency I and II of written
recall from silent reading.
With the exception of speed of handwriting from copy which
has already been taken into consideration each of these factors
will be discussed separately in their relationship to V/rltten
Recall I and II from silent reading in an effort to interpret
the coefficient of correlation.

Written Recall I and II from Silent Reading and Menatl Age
I .12 II .60
The relation between written recall I from silent reading
and mental age is positive but very low. However, the cor-
relation between written recall II from silent reading and
m.ental age shows a fairly high positive relationship.
The vast difference betv/een these correlations can probabiy
be accounted for by factors operating outside of the relating
factors in the case of written recall I from silent reading.
It is quite probable that this correlation is low because the
pupils had some dlfficuly in spelling and in the vn?lting
process that prevented them from recording in v/rlting the
ideas they may have been able to recall,
vi/here this difficulty was somewhat eliminated as in the
case of written recall II from silent reading a fairly high
positive correlation resulted.
Written Recall I and II from Silent Reading and Reading Grade
I .41 II .62
The relationships between v^rltten recall I from silent
reading and written recall II from silent reading and reading
grade are positive and exhibit only a fair degree of cor-
relation jn spite of the fact that they show the highest
correlation of any of the factors taken into consideration
in this interpretation.
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The relatively low correlation (.41) between v/rltten re-
call I from silent reading and reading grade may be due to
difficulties existing In the mechanics of reading thus pre-
venting a high degree of comprehension. Still, the difficulty
might also lie In the mechanics of writing thus blocking the
recording of Ideas comprehended from the silent reading,
while the correlation betv/een written recall II from si-
lent reading and reading grade are somewhat higher in these
upper grades than in the lower grades the same factors pre-
viously mentioned might account for the fact that only a fair
degree of relationship exists between these factors.
Vi'ritten Recall I and II from Silent Reading and Spelling Grade
I .38 II .57
The relationships between v/ritten recall I from silent
reading and v/ritten recall II from silent reading and spelling
grade are positive ana slightly lower in both cases than the
relationships betv/een written recall from silent reading and
reading grade.
Spelling probably plays a very definite role in written
recall since difficulties along this line v/ould prevent the
recording of ideas assimilated from silent reading. The
spelling difficulty can probably be overcom.e by the pupils
who possess a large vocabulary and are able to substitute
new words expressing the same thou^t in place of those v/ords
they cannot spell. However, the possibility of children in
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Grades Three and Four having a large writing vocabulary is
slight. In the upper grades. Five and Six, the same possibil-
ity is hardly any more encouraging.
Therefore it is felt that spelling ability as indicated
by spelling grade is very definitely a limiting factor in
written recall from silent reading.
Fluency I and- II of V;ritten Recall from Silent Reading and
Written Recall I and II from Silent Reading
I .83 II .87
As was to be expected a high and positive correlation ex-
isted between these two factors because of their close re-
lationship.
The reason for this is apparent since it is logically
correct to assume that the amount of written recall will be
dependent upon the number of ideas comprehended through silent
reading provided that no motor incordination acts as a limi-
tation factor.
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I .05 -.03 -.04 .30 .35 .24 .18 .24 .83
Fluency
II -.00’/ .56 .47 .62 .52 .32 .39 .37 .87
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The following factors seemed to be significantly related




4. Speed of handwriting from copy
5. Written Recall I and II from
Silent reading.
With the exception of speed of handwriting from copy and
'Written Recall I and II from silent reading which have already
been taken into consideration, each of these factors will be
discussed separately in their relationship to fluency I and II
of written recall from silent reading in an effort to Interpret
the coefficient of correlation.
•f
Fluency I and II of vi/ritten Recall after Silent Reading and
Mental Age
|
I -.03 II .56
'
The difference in the resulting coefficients of correlation
between Fluency I of written recall from silent reading and Men-'
tal Age is interesting and somewhat startling.
The former correlation is of negative value and indicates
no exisiting relationship between the two factors. The latter
correlation is positive, showing a fair degree of relationship
existing between the two factors.
From the resulting correlations the indication is that a
closer relationship develops between the factors as pupils ad-
vance to higher grades. On the other hand, the size of the
latter correlation might be due to other factors rather than
Mental Age. The size of the writing vocabulary, spelling
ability, reading ability, and handwriting ability might be
factors entering into the situation that tend to increase the
size of the correlation.
FTeuncy I and II of Written Recall from Silent Reading and
Reading Grade
I .30 II .62
It is interesting to note that the same coefficient of
correlation was derived from Fluency II of ««'rltten Recall from
silent reading and Reading Grade and yVritten Recall II from
silent reading and Reading Grade. The correlation between
Fluency I of written recall from silent reading and Reading
1-£07
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Grade is only slightly lov/er than that derived from silent
reading and Reading Grade. Bdth correlations are positive and
^ indicate only a fair degree of relationship.
Therefore it is quite possible that some difficulties
arising between Reading Grade and '/Written Recall from silent
reading would be operating factors in determining the fairly
low degree of relationship existing between Fluency I and
Fluency II of Written Recall from silent reading with Reading
Grade. Another handicap might be the size of the pupil’s
writing vocabulary which might definitely limit the amount of
written recall recorded on the test sheet.
Fluency I and II of Written Recall from Silent Reading and
Spelling Grade
I .35 II .52
Practically the same coefficients of correlation resulted
between Fluency I and Fluency II of written recall from silent
reading and Spelling Grade as did those between ./ritten Recall
I and Written Recall II from silent reading and Spelling Grade.
Since both of these factors, the V/ritten Recall from silent
reading are closely related, similiar factors were felt to be
operating to cause difficulties encountered in obtaining a
higher degree of relationship.
) It is therefore believed that Spelling ability as indicated
by Spelling grade is a limiting factor in fluency of written
recall from silent reading.
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2. Mental Age :
3. Spelling Grade
4. Visual Memory of Word Pattern
I
5. Auditory Recognition cf words
i
pronounced. :





7. Fluency I and II of written
recall from silent reading.
With the exception of Visual Memory of •»ord Pattern,
Auditory Recognition of words pronounced, written recall I andll
from silent reading, and fluency I and II of written recall from
silent reading factors which have already been taken into con-
|
sideration, each of these factors will be discussed separately
j
in their relationship to reading grade in an effort to interpret
!




The correlation between reading and chronological age
proved to be only fairly significant. Jt may even be spurious
if v/e compare it with the correlations found by Brooks'^ who
tested children in Grades Pour, Five, Six and Seven with
various reading tests to find the correlation between reading
age and cnronological age v/ith the mental age kept constant.
His findings ranged from -.15 to |.18 with the average cor-
relation equalling -.01.
From this study we can only conclude that the relation be-





The correlation betv/een Reading and Mental Age becomes
olhigher as we ascend the grades. Gates—' deriving doefflcients
of correlation between a Thorndike-McGall Reading Test and a
Stanford Mental Age found the follov/ing relationships: In grade
Three the coefficient derived was .16; in grade Four, .35; in
grade Five, .62; and in Grade Six, .75.
1/Brooks, F.D. "Chronological Age as a Factor in Reading A-




^Gates, A.I., "An Experimental and Statistical Study of Read-
ing and Reading Tests." Journal of Educational Psychology
,
Sept, and Nov. 1921.
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Ladd^ points out the correlation between reading and in-
telligence varies v^ith the type of test used. Correlations
between Reading and a Binet Mental Age average about .50 and
correlations between reading and verbal group intelligence
tests ranged from .60 to .65. Correlations between reading and
non-verbal intelligence tests are much lower.
Prom this we may assume that in order to obtain a true
measure of mental ability on the average standardized non-
verbal intelligence test, one must have mastered the mechanics
of reading. ‘i'hus, if the child's mental age is measured
correctly, the relationship between mental age and reading
ability will be accurate. In this experiment a very high
coefficient of correlation was derived between these two
factors indicating a close relationship between mental age and
reading grade.
Reading- Spe 11 ing
.83
"There is evidence that much of the learning and relearn-
ing or prevention of forgetting in spelling comes as a by-
produce of reading."^
Hollingworth^ found a positive correlation between abili-
ties in reading and spelling and also a positive correlation
iyLadd,M.R. ’’The Relation of Social, Economic, & Personal Charac'-
terlstics to Reading AbilityVContrib . to Ed., Tchs. Col.,#582;
T
_^Thorndike,E.L. "Need of Fundamental Analysis of Methods of
Teaching y Elementary Schl. Journal , Vol. 30, p/ 190
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between the amount of reading done and ability to spell.
However, these correlations do not mean that reading will
teach spelling.
In this study a very high positive correlation was obtain-
ed comparable to those found by Monroe who concluded, "the
correlation coefficients are so high that it seems we must be
measuring an achievement which is greatly dependent either upon
reading or upon the same factors which underlie the ability to
read. Discrepancies betv/een spelling and reading were not
much greater than were discrepancies between the composite
reading score and some of the separate reading skills from
which the composite is cabulated. Spelling, therefore, may be





Children Wlio Cannot Read", University of Chicago
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5. Visual Memory of Word Pattern
6. Auditory Recognition of Words
pronounced.
7. Speed of handwriting from copy.
8. Written Recall I and II from
silent reading.
9. Fluency I and II of written re-
call from silent reading,
v/lth the excepetion of chronological age, mental age and
intelligence quotient the relationship between each of the
above significant factors and spelling grade has been discussed.
These remaining factors will be considered separately in an
effort to interpret the coefficient of correlation.
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According to Reed,^ in general the ability to speel in-
creases with age and grade advancement. It varies somewhat
according to sex and extremely wide differences are noted among
Individuals of the same grade or age. Girls are apparently
superior to boys at every age in spelling.
Spelling and Mental Age
.80
V/e have not yet found out just v/hat degree of spelling
ability is to be expected with a certain degree of mental
ability.
Data shows that children of the same mental age,
the same Intelligence quotient, and the same school
training, may and do differ from each other very
greatly in ability to spell; that a child of good
Intellectual quality may fall below a child of
poor Intellectual quality in spelling ability and
that it is unsafe to make a priori Inferences
about a child's general ability on the basis of
his ability to spell or about his ability to spell
on the basis of his general ability"-'
Garrison and Garrison have found correlations ranging
from .39--. 83 between spelling ability (Ayres Spelling Scale)
and mental ability measured by the Stanford Revision of the
1/Iieed, PsychoTogy of Elementary School Subjects
.
Ginn & Co, '2''
^Hollingworth, L.S., "Psychology of Special Disability in
Bpelling", Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions
to Education
, #88, p. 15; 1918
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Binet-Slmon Scale. They feel that probably a correlation of .55
would be typical for this relationship. They also conclude that
the efficiency of teaching tends to influence the size of the
correlation. According to this assumption the extremely high
correlation coefficient obtained in this study would indicate




E. (x. Williamson states "that in the usual classroom learn-
ing conditions, an individual is not likely to be a good speller
/
unless he has high intelligence and works hard. "i/ Spelling is
learned by repetition and is influenced very little by reasoning,
2/
Reed~' found a correlatinn of .42 between spelling ability and
intelligence while Hollingworth^ claims the correlation should
be about .50 between these two factors. Gates^ in his study
found a correlation of .42.
In view of the above figures regarding the coefficient of
correlation between these tv/o factors and in comparison with the
coefficient of correlation found in this sbudy, it would seem that
there was a close relationship between the correlation in this
study and the correlations found in previous studies.
iyWilliamson,E. G. "Relation of Learning to Spelling Ability"
Journal of Ed. Psych
. ,
Vol. 24, pp. 257-65; April, 1933.
_^Reed, H.B. "Psychology of Elementary School Sub jects "^Ginn;
^Hollingworth,L.S. "Psychology of Special Disability in Spelling'
Teachers Col ., Columbia, Contributions to £d
.
. #88; 1918.
j^Gates, A. I. "Psychology of Reading and Spelling with Special
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3. Visual i-emory of .Jord Pattern
4. Auditory Recognition of words
pronounced.
All of these factors have been previously discussed in ihis
chapter.
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3. Visual Memory of Vrford Pattern
'
I
4. Auditory Recognition of words pronounced
j
5. Speed of handwriting from copy
^
1
6. Written Recall I and II from silent reading.




All these factors in their relationship to mental age have
I
I
been previously discussed in this chapter.
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In June, 1934 three hundred and eighty pupils in Grades
Three, Four, Five, and Six of the Highland and Center Schools in
the city of Reading, Massachusetts were examined with a test
constructed by Dr. Donald D. Durrell of Boston University which
was designed to test the following factors:
1, Visual Memory of Word Pattern,
2, Auditory Recognition of words Pronounced.
3, Speed of handwriting from copy.
4, Written Recall from silent reading.
5, Fluency of written recall from silent
reading.
In addition, the follov/ing predetermined factors virere taken
into consideration because of the close relationship existing
between them and the exercises in the test designed by Dr,
Durrell. The latter factors Indluded:
1. Reading Grade based on the Stanford
Achievement Test.
2. Spelling Grade based on the Stanford
Achievement Test,
3. Chronological Age.
4. Mental Age as determined by:
a. the Otis Intelligence test in Grade 3
b. the National Intelligence Test in
Grades 4 and 5.
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From the data gathered sixty-two coefficients of cor-
relation were computed, and an attempt at interpretation made
to determine the relationship of each significant factor with
all other significant factors in the study.
From the above data the following conclusions are drawn:
1, The ability to distinguish through visual
and auditory means small differences be-
tv^reen words with accuracy and rapidity
depends somewhat on mental age,
2, Visual and auditory discrimination, per-
ception and associability, are highly
significant factors in relation to read-
ing ability,
3, Visual and auditory factors are signifi-
cantly related to spelling ability,
4, Visual and auditory factors are definitely
Interelated with one another, each re-
calling the other automatically during
the reading process,
5, Speed of hand /rltlng from copy appears
to be only fairly significant as a factor
in relation to spelling ability,
6, Speed of handwriting is apparently an in-
significant factor in the number of ideas
and the amo-mt of written recall recorded
after silent reading.
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7 With advancement in grade the factors
of mental age and written recall of
ideas comprehended from silent reading
become more closely related.
8. Although there is improvement and closer
relationship develops, yet, only a fair
degree of relationship exists between
the number of ;ideas and the amount of
written recall factors with reading
ability.
9. Spelling ability is definitely a limit-
ing factor in the number of ideas re-
called in writing and the amount of
written recall after silent reading.
10. Reading ability is definitely a limit-
ing factor in the number of ideas re-
called in writing and the amount of
written recall after silent reading.
11. The amount of written recall after
silent reading is directly dependent
upon the number of ideas comprehended
during the silent reading.
12. Mental age is an extremely significant
factor in determining reading and spel-
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/ ago dog do go girl
tab pat top pot tap
A
^
sl^t lasiu. lost lot blast
4- lack clock block black -dark
clear clean close climb lean
< >
quite quick quack point
.auj.et question quit
,'7 dinner differ difference deference
/' deferent efferent different
) contact contain certain contains
• coiinter capital curtain
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O ‘1 referring referred
infestinginferred
perspicuity perspiration pertinency
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Late in the sunmer a nan started to build a
house. Ho wanted to finish it before winter
cane. He had sono nen dig the cellar for him.
Then he built the floor and the cellar steps
hinself. Before he could do anything nore, he
had to nove away to afiother toTTi. Ho left the
house just as it was. He told the boys next




Rubber cane into general use about two
hundred years ago. Colunbus brought it
back from his second voyage to iinerica.
It was naned ’'rubber” because it was used
to rub out pencil narks. Rubber cones
mainly from Africa and Brazil. It is
manufactured from the milky juice of the
rubber tree. Rapid handling of the juice
is necessary. It is collected early in
the morning when the flow is greatest.
At the factory, acid is added at once to
nake the rubber rise to the top. It is
then treated in many different ways.
Attempts to produce rubber in the United
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//O beset bequest_ request
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The nan was standinf alone at the top of the hill.
He seened to be looking for someth inp. All at once
he ran as fast as he could go toward the white house
back in the field. He junpod into his car and drove
away leaving a cloud of dust behind. Soon several
other cars went by going at top speed in the sane
direction, A faint snell of smoke in the air told
us that there was a forest fire somewhere off in the
north.
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